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1.

INTRODUCTION
The study of angina pectoris has been carried on by
a great many peysieians since Heberden called- attention
to it as a definite clinical condition. (1) A great
mass of observations has been accumulated, but there bas
been much divergence of opinion as to their interpretation.
This divergence is an indication that there is something
lacking in the knowledge of- the condition. Because
consideration of this subject has failed to bring an
,.. agreement, it may be assumed that either the methods of
past and present inquiry have been defective or the
medical profession and its allies �ve, as yet, not
attained the facility for complete comprehension of the
process we know as angina pectoris.
Clinicians are cognizant of the multitude and variety
of s,fiii.ptoms in this disease.

Indeed it has been said by

many, that no two ot these conditions are identical.
This symptom complex, while fascinating as an entity,
presents in my opinion, a subject too extensive to ade
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quately cover in one thesis. It was, therefore, necessary
to delimit the consideration of the subject; to take a
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2.

particular portion of the disease and examine it.
From this portion, it is my purpose, and hope, to
present a fundamental understanding of the process
which takes place.

It is my belief that a comprehension

of the basic process will enable the student of this
condition to more fully grafJP the over all picture of
the disease.
Pain is of particular importance in affections
of the heart.

The question of the heart•s ability

to maintain an efficient circulation has to be answered
in every case of heart affection. Pain is often the
only indication by which the heart•s condition can be
estimated, so that its presence is the guide to the
extent of the heart I s weakness. Heart pain in such
cases mey not onl:y reveal the extent of the disease,
but may give a clue also to its nature.
Pain is the most prominent symptom in angina pectoris.
In :tact, it is the symptom which calls attention to the
illness.
symptom to

It is manifest then, that the mechanism of this
be

tmderstood. To me, the stud;, of the disease

should be approached through this channel. For this
reason, I will attempt to present an explanation of the
mechanism of cardiac pain in angina pectoris.

3.

-Hietory.Among the Hippocratic Treatises (2) there are
references to painful affectations of the heart.

The

philosopher Seneca, whose letters were published in
1529, gave a graphic description of some symptoms which
appear to be those of angina pectoris. (2)

Mezeray (2)

in 1599 wrote of the death of Gaspard de Shomberg,
which from this description is cited by some as being
angina pectoris, and Huchard writes that de Shomberg•s
son died of heart failure preceeded by pain in the
chest.
Theophilus Bonetus (3) in the second edition of
his Sepulchretum, sive anatoJ ica practica ex cadaveribus
morbo denatis (1706) described the case of a middle aged
obese poet who died within a.few minutes following
distress in breathing, which may well have been an anginal
seizure.
Morgagni {4) gave an account of a patient who died
at the age of 42, in the year 1707.

The description

of the characteristic distribution of the cardiac pain,
the sudden death which occurred during a paroxysm, and
the discovery of aortic leisions at the subsequent post
mortem examination substa~tiate the belief that this was
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a case of angina pectoris.

More important is the fact

that i!orgagni seemed to have an exceptionally cJ_ear
understanding of the condition as is. witnessed by his
description and by the fact that a post mortem was done.
In 1707, Giovanni Maria Lancisi of Rome, published
his ~ork De subitaneis mortibus

causes of sudden death.

(5), dealing with the

The publication was motivated

by the great anxiety created among the Roman populace
because of the large number of sudden deaths that occurred
during the previous · year.

In this work, I,ancisi mentioned

calcified coronary arteries and was aware of the symptoms
later to be knovm as angina pectoris.
In 1708 Pierre Dionis

(6), a surgeon anatomist,

reported two cases of painful affliction of the thorruc
which he described as cardiac disease.

The French authors of 1900 maintain that Rouguon (176$)
was one of the earliest observers of angina pectoris. (7)

They make this claim on his behalf because he described
pain in the anterior part of the chest followed by sudden
death.

However, he attributed the whole condition to

ossification of the costaJ. cartilages, which, of course,
displays a complete misconception of the entire condition
and places his observations in a poor light when compared

5.

with the previous work of Morgagni.

Powinski (8)

claims that the disease was described by Baillon
in the sixth century but this claim cannot be substantiated.
Willis in 1708 (2), in a treatise on asthma convulsivu.m tells of a patient who complained of
paroxysms of mid-sternal pain - without dyspnea or
other signs of asthna.

He, however, regarded this

as an atypical part of the asthmatic picture.

E.G .

Muller (2) termed the condition as asthma Occultum
Siccum.

Hoffman (2), 1753, in his Medicina Consu.1-

tatoria described it as Precordial Asthma.
One of the early descriptions of engina pectoris
is that found in the memoirs of the Earl of Clarendon
(1609-1674) (9) of London and Rouen.

An English

statesman, writer, and historian and not a physician,
he recorded the manner of death of his father who had
suffered from what we now consider the classic symptoms
of angina pectoris.

11

1\nd the pain in his arm seizing

upon him, he fell dovm dead."
The celebrated triumvirate of English physicians,
Hunter, Jenner and Parry, is closely associated with the
history of angina pectoris.

These three were contempor-
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aries and friends who v.orked together and changed observations and ideas.

Hunter, a pathological anatomist

performed post mortem examinations in cases in which
the patient had had angina pectoris and ascribed the
symptoms to the hardened and narrowed coronary arteries
found at dissection. (10)

Hunter, in 1785, eight years

1::efore his death, began to experience recurring attacks
of angina pectoris.

His famous remark to the effect

that his "life was in the hands of any rascal mo
chose to annoy and tease him" proved to 1Je a prophecy,
for he died suddenly following a meeting of the Board
of Trustees o:( St. George•s Hospital l'lhen he 1:lecame
angered at disparaging remarks made by a colleague.
Edward Jenner (1749-1823), the discoverer of vacc-

'

ination against smallpox, was also a successful practitioner of medicine.

:av

keen observation at the bedside

and at the post mortem table, Jenner associated angina
pectoris with obliterative disease of the coronary
arteries.

(1)

E. H. Parry (1755-1822), the third of this group,
was also a distinguished practitioner and keen observer.
Parry was well avmre of the relationship of angina. pectoris
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a.nd disease of the coronary arteries e.s revealed in his
volume, "An inquiry into the symptoms and causes of the
syncope angiosa, commonly called angina pectorisn.

(12)

It remained for Heberden (1), on July 21, 1768, at
which time he read his paper before the Royal College

of Physicians, to recognize the condition as an entity;
to discern that such a picture often occurred in nonasthmatics, and to describe its symptoms so accurately
and comprehensively that later authors have offered
little to better the original description.

True, his

theory on etiology was not as we know it today, but the
vivid description of signs and syi~ptoms left little
1rnre to be added.

In his paper, Heberden says, "The seat

of it, and the sense of strangling end anxiety with which
it is attended, mey make it not improperly be called
Angina Pectoris. 11

He derived this name from the

Latin

a{ r~o""' meaning strangling and from pec:~s meaning

breast bone or breast.

That the name he gave to the

condition has persisted and been accepted by the following generations, attest to the fact that he rightfully
deserves to be regarded as

11

father" of angina pectoris.

Of interest is his hypothesis concerning its
etiology.

He said "It may be e. strong cramp or an
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Ulcer or possibly both".

Later, in presenting one of

his cases, he reported,
11

from another who fell dovin dead without any notice, there immediately arose
such an offensive smell as made all
who happened to be present judge, that
some foul abscess had just then broken".

The most glaring misintrepretation as to etiology is
evident i.~ his statement,
"The pulse is, at least sometimes,
not disturbed by this pain, and
consequently the heart is not
affected by it".
He believed that the pathology lay in or proximate
to the sternun rather than in the heart, as the following quotation indicates.
"Theos sterni is usually pointed to
as the seat of this malady, but it
seems sometimes as if it were under
the lower part of it, and at other
times under the middle or upper part,
but always inclining more to the
left side, and sometimes there is
joined under it a pain about the
middle of the left arm. 11
However, he was no less accurate in his hypothesis concerning the seat of the pathology than his colleagues
and future students of this condition for many years
to come.

9.

This brief summary ta.lees us up to 1768, the time
at whi ch angina pectoris received its name and was
first adequately described.

- MECHANISM OF THE PAINThe first question which arises is, what are the
structures or tissues Vihich give rise to pain in angina
pectoris.

This question must be answered if we are to

understand the .nature of the malady.

Yet, in medical

literature prior to 1900 there is found no reliable information on this elementary matter.

In fact, when the

matter was looked into, it was found tha t medical
knowledge had not advanced so far a s to enable us to
recognize what tissues are capable of producing pain.
Apparently it was assumed that all tissues could do
this.

Because of this absence of fundamental knowledge,

all sorts of guesses have appeared in the literature
and is probably responsible for the divergence of views
and obscurity, which still surrounds the subject.
Another question of equal importance is wha t kind
of stimulus is adequate to produce this particular
type of pain.

Again, before 1900, it seemed to be the

a ssumption that stimuli which produces pa.in when applied
to the external body wall would be equally effective
when applied to the viscera.
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The next logical question, assumming we are
capable of answering the two previous ones, should concern
the manner in which the stimilus is conveyed to the sensorium.
With these three fundamental issues in mind, I shall
attempt to present and evaluate the work which has been
done on these subjects to date.
In reading the earlier literature on angina pectoris
(prior to 1900), I was impressed by the number of
nnproved assertions made by the writers about it.
}Iypotheses were put forth with meager evidence for
their support.

Some authors committed themselves with-

out presenting any evidence to substantiate their statements.
Heberden, himself, was not sure as to the organ
giving rise to the pain.

In his original papers, no

definite statement can be found in which he actually
stated the heart to be the affected organ.
he says in these papers,

11

In fact,

the os sterrli is usually

pointed to as the seat of this malady", and in another
portion is found, "the pulse is, at least sometimes,
not disturbed by this pain, and consequently the heart
is not affected by it. 11

Nevertheless, all of the rest

11.

of the literature I have examined, while not making any
positive statement concerning this subject, has taken
the attitude that Heberden felt that the pathology
was in the heart.

Certainly Morgagni did.

The great majority of the original groµp of
men (1778-1800) interested in the disease seemed
content to describe the pain rather than co:rnmitt themselves as to its origin.
Wall, 1772, thought that an irritation of the
cardiac plexus, by tension or inflamation, might be
the source of the pain.

(13).

Fothergill (1773) definitely stated that the pain
was of a constrictive type which was seated in the
sternum, usually in the upper part, and passed across
the left breast into the arm.

(14)

parry (1799)

described the pain as mid-sternal, crossing to the left
side; Wall (13), as a pain in the upper sternum, crossing
one or both pectoral muscles; Wichmann (15) (1797) as
11

a bar across the upper chest, the pain being as it were,

within the chest. 11

The concept of the pain being sternal

in origin was so preve1a.nt :.that Baume (1808) proposed
that the disease be called sternalgia. (16)

The-sesame

men, however, on further study, established the heart

I
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as the seat of the pathology.

This was a big step,

bu:t by no means solved the problem.

In fact, it

merely served as a focus on which specific theories
could be advanced as to just how the pain was produced.
The confusion existing ~t this time is summed up by the
annonymous statement,
"angina pectoris is a painful affection of the heart as a whole, depending
upon disorganization o:f' physiological
function of one or more factors in
cardiac action; and associated in
some cases with a fear of i mpending
death 11 •
They knew the location of the disorder but not what it
was.
It is not difficult to understand why these men
were perplexed when we consider that on necropsy of these
original cases, so many and so varied ~:orbid states
were discovered.

They found coronary disease in some

and none in others; valvular defects and pathologies in
some yet none in others.

Yet all had apparently died of

the same symptora complex.
Fothergill (14) (1773) was the first to asso~iate
the precordial pain with changes in the coronary arteries.
The ossified coronaries, it was assuned, presented a
mechanical hindran.ce to the heart's motion.

Jenner had
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the same ideas prior to this but did not publish his

observations.

It is interesting that it was during this

era that John Hunter had first begun to manifest anginous
symptoms.

Parry (12) (1799) took the coronary hint- from

Jenner but thought the mecha.'l.ism of the pain to be, not
as Heberden supposed, a spasm of the hearts • muscle, nor
as Jenner believes, mechanical interference, but an
oppression of the heart by congestion of blood in the
chamber.
Allan Burns in 1809 opened a new field for controversy by recognizing that interference with the blood
supply of the heart, as of any other part, can produce
pain. (17)
Laennec expressed the opinion that the pain was a
result of neuralgia. (18)
Those who lay claim to fostering phyehosomaticism
will be interested in Forbes (1833) acknowledgment of
two main varieties of cardiac pain; one being organic
in origin and the other of a functional nature. (19)
William Harvey

(1649) was probably the first man

to study sensations in t!1-e living heart. (20)

Follovdng

a fracture of some ribs . 9f. a young nobleman in the court,
"i":'',.-.~

a large open -abcess _appeared, "into which I could readily
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pl&ce three fingers and a thumb".

It was, of course,

an unusual condition and even Charles I showed much

interest in it.

Harvey studied the case and accurately

recorded his observations.

He said,

"And his most Excellent Majesty, as
well as myself', acknowledged that the
heart was without the sense of touch;
for the youth never knew when we
touched his heart, except by the sight
or the sensation he had through the
external integument".
This profound observation created much confusion because
the erroneous opinion was accepted that all pain stimuli
were fundamentally the same.

That is, internal pain,

in the logic of this time, was created by the same sorts

of stimuli as those which produced pain on the body
surface.
Cohen (21) and Eichwald (22) in 1863, began to
recognize the possibility that cardiac pain might be
produced by the struggles of an over-truced organ in an
attempt to surmount the obstacle producing stress.
Dr. Huchard (23) (1899) is said to have collected
around eighty hypotheses as to its cause.

It being

impractical to enumerate all of these here, I will
group the most prevelant conjectures.
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(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

The pain is a result of distension
of an enfeebled ventricle.
It consists in a cramp , or spasm, of
the heart, analagous to cramp of a
voluntary muscle .
It is an intermittent claudication.
It consists in a myocardial ischemia
generally due to an affecti on of the
coronary arteries.
rt is 11neural 11 in origin; a neuritis ,
neurosis or neuralgia.

From this ver/ general grouping, it is apparent that
the individual theories were many.

Within each of the

five large groups I have listed , there existed numerous
personal theories not in agreement with each other.
Each author, it seemed, while concurring under one
of the general theories, failed to agree with but few
as to the exact mechanism •

.Agreement was so far from

being harmonious that the question arose as to whether
the condition was, after all, a disease entity or merely
a symptom; a manifestation of one or perhaps a multitude
of diseases.

For the purpose of this thesis, the

question need not be answered .

The subject would not

even have been mentioned here were it not for the fact
that the issue has been persistently disputed, and
remained unanswered, for over a century and three
quarters.

16 •

Let us unders tand, however, that angina pectoris,
like typhoid fever or pnew~onia, pretends to no entity;
that the name signifies a general idea of a process
which takes place in certain sick individuals, never
repeating itself identically, but returning with a measure
of unif ormity, suff icient to make it possible and
useful, to construct for ourselves an abstract idea of it.
Morison (24) (1902) was another advocate of the
coronary theory of cardiac pain.

He discovered, in

a section of heart taken by him, a small intramyocardical aneurysm located proximate to a nervous
ganglion and its fibers

Thus, he attributes the

pain to pressure of _sclerosed vessels upon the
ramifications of the cardiac nerves.

A blow to this

theory was dealt when it was subsequently determined
that these ganglia were more than likely motor, not
sensory structures.
Thorel

(25) (1907) in his review of angina pectoris

in La.barsch, said that the intrepretation of the
disease as a myocardial ischemia is far from proved.
He maintained that life is often prolonged with both
of the vessels closed, yet without angina.
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Dr. Srunuel West (26) (1909) reported a case in

which one coronary was completely obliterated~ and the
orfice of the other so minute that no blood could have
traversed them to the heart, yet no anginal pain was
ever experienced in this patient.
Balfour (27) entirely disconnted coronary sclerosis
as is witnessed by his statement,
-----

"Coronary sclerosis is too often present
when there has never been any angina,
to peI"i:ni t the occurrence being looked
upon as anything more than accidental ••• 11 •
Those advocates of the coronary spasm hypothesis
adhered to their theory because of the belief that
spasm of the coronaries caused a high vascular tension
within the nzy-ocardium.

.

This tension, in itself, was

purported to produce the pain in some manner unexplained.
Others of this group contended that it was not the
coronary spasm itself which caused the pain, but the
te11porary ischemia produced by the spasm.

The ischemia,

in turn, provoked a spasm of the heart lllllscle •
Allbutt (23) (1915) doubts the coronary spasm
theory on the basis that

11

Vaso constrictions, extensive

and partial, are otherwise common enough. 11

His point

was that if all of the rest of the arteri es in the body
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constrict without causing pain, why then, should this
process, when occurring in the heart, cause pain.

He

reinforced his disbelief in this theory by questioning
the ability of a sclerosed vessel to contract.

He said,

"how can this be mechanically explicable.•
Sternberg (28), in 1910, produced a novel theory.
He proved, to his satisfaction at least, that the pain
was associated with a patch of pericardi{is, apparently

produced in the same or similar way as the patch of
pleurisy would occur over a pu]J:onary embolism.
The seriousness with which angina pectoris was
regarded is illustrated by the belief that no patient
suffering from the disease ever recovered.

It was

the general concept that if the patient died, the case
was angina; if he dj.d not, identical as the symptoms
might have been, it was not angina.

However, Allbutt

and Osler reported cases of recovery but were alone
in their convictions.
11

Morison (24) (1902) wrote,

I am not aware of any record of the recovery of any

case of coronary angina ••• "
Erasmus Darwin (29) postulated a spasm of the
diaphragm and of other thoracic muscles.

James

Mackenzie (30) as late as 1910 considered this same
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possibility~ especially spasm of the intercostals.
Morison (24), after division of the fifth and sixth
intercostal nerves, and removal. of the intercostal
muscles, observed that post-sternal angina persisted.
Allbutt disliked this theory because of his observations
on the action of the intercostal muscles.

He said,

"The intercostal muscles, when in action,
do not crush the breast bone inwards; they
expand the chest. Moreover, if in cramp,
they would, as in all muscular cramps, give
pain in proportion to their volume. The
intercostal. muscles are short and thin;
they are many, it is true, but even if
unanimous have nothing like the volume
to set up a pang so poignant as that of
angina. The anguish is of far grimer,
far deeper significance."
The hypothesis that the pain consisted in a cramp
of the heart muscle as a whole, not merely the coronaries
was a prevelant speculation around 1900.

Mackenzie (30)

was against this theory as was Allbutt. (23)

They refuted

this belief on the basis that the heart does not pass
into a prolonged state of contraction.

For proof,

they cited the fact that the heart, immediately on
contraction, is no longer capable of "cramping"
because of its refractory period.
further.

Allbutt went

He said,
"Cramp, or clonus, is not the abnormal

20

but the normal action of this
unique muscle. 11
Also,
"Under our very eyes during the
anginal seizure the heart does
not stand still in systole: •••
it continues to expand and contract."
As a final argument against the heart cramp hypothesis,
Allbutt said;

! disbelieve in death in systole.
Post-mortem systole is usually
rigor mortis. 11

11

Jorison (24) pictured a

11

crushing .i n its tonic

grip, the sensory nerve endings of the organ. 11

Should

this be true, one wonders why anginal pain is not
manifested on each systole, or at least in systoles
of renal and other heart pathologies.
Kronecker (32), recognizing the improbability of
..__

the entirity of the heart going into spasm, hypotheized
that the pain would be attributed to 11localized cramps 11 •

He felt that perhaps a segment of the nzy-ocardium was
prolonged beyond the physiologically nat ural cyclic
systole.

However, it is difficult to visualize a

portion of the ventricular wall being held in persistent contraction while the remainder of it is
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maintaining its normal function, unaffected by this
one area.

This becomes more dubious when we remember

that the pulse, in most cases, maintains its rythm
throughout the attack.

One would think that the balance

of the whole organ would be upset if a portion of it
was not functioning in its proper capacity.
Of those advocates of the theory of distension
of the left ventricle, Dr. Samuel West (26) (1906)
was perhaps one of the most prominent.
11

He remarked,

sudden dilation of the heart produces angina pectoris,

as our daily experience tells us. 11

He did not elucidate

as to just what the daily experiences were.

However,

it has been, even in my very limited experience and
observation, that extreme dilatation is often met in
the absence of pain and when pain is present, it is
not necessarily characteristically anginal.
J.M. Fothergill (33) {1879) said,
"the pain is that of over distension
in all probability, and thus the last
support of the spasm theory falls to
the ground. 11
He was, however, inconclusive as to why his over distension theory defeated the spasm theory.

Apparently

he felt that the reader would naturally assume that the
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two processes would not occur simultaneously.
Mackenzie (30), as well as others, found that
during an attack , o alteration of the heart•s dimensions
could be detected.

Thus, another blo~ to this theory.

Moreover, cardiac dilatation is apt to set up dyspnea
which is not a feature of angina.
Musser (34) (1897) denied that dilation was the
cause of angina, but agreed on the contrary that by
cardiac dilatation or mitral regurgitation, angina
pectoris is relieved.

He cited three cases, the most

notable one being a patient with angina with high blood
pressure, loud second aortic so'Wld, and so forth.
The state beca~e worse, and dilatation ensued, whereupon
the angina ceased.
Dr. west (26), apparently yielding from his assertion

in 1906, that the pain was a result of ventricular distension, along with Brunton, formulated a new hypothesis
in 1909.

This consisted of the proposition that the

pain was not caused by distension but by a recoil or
counter effort of the heart against a rising intraventricular or intra-aortic pressure.

Brunton said,

"angina is the pain of a tight
ventricle in its ineffectual
attempt to empty itself against
the excessive blood pressure in the
aorta. 11

23.

These men drew the analogy of the effort of the
colon men obstructed, to pain in the bladder when
expulsion of the urine is hindered, and to the effort
of the uterus against a foreign body .

This conception,

although it sounds somewhat strange , is difficult to
disprove.

Likewise, however, the advocates can offer

no positive proof.

We are not told just what this

excessive resistance is.

Certainly, the intra-aortic

pressure is not constantly raised.

Should these angina

hearts be struggling against an added l oad, ~uuld they
not all be hypertrophied?

Here again, one would think

that the pains V10uld coincide with systole if pressure
or counter pressure was the cause of the pain.
Yackenzie (30), in 1905, offered that the pain was
a result of long standing overwork which resulted in
nutritional impairment and fiber degeneration .

Here

again we encounter a man who assumes the heart to have
"been long exposed to excessive strain"

and is more or

less worn· out.

This assumption is not justified by the

pathologists.

In most cases of angina in the middle of

early life, the myocardium is quite healthy.
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Colbeck•s (31) (1903) opinion concurred with that
of Mackenzie, but suggested that the mechanism, other
than being a general defect of ventricular contractility,
was but in a partial loss.

That is, the contractile

effort only in some parts were impaired so that the
inequality of the pull hurt the weak places.

This

may be reasonably sound but it is doubtful that these
weakened portions of the wall could be subjected to the
mechanical strain without displaying some evidence of
aneurysm at necropsy.
Mackenzie (30) by 1910, wrote, "I admit I have no
definite idea of the state of the heart during the
paroxysms."

Mackenzie, throughout his years of study

on the condition, seemed reluctant to offer a complete
hypothesis; rather he was content to present partial
conjectures.

It was no€ that he was the type who was

afraid to make a positive co:m.uittment, I think, but
rather because of his realization of the complexity of
the mechanism and the fruitlessness of conjecture.
The most popular of the explanations around 1907
was that of intermittment claudication.

Allan Burns

(17) had considered this back in 1809, about a century
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earlier.

This theory embraces, as the precipitating

factor, a quickening in the rate of the heart. · Then,
because the sclerosed arteries cannot expand quickly
enough to meet the additional demand, and bees.use of a
shorter diastole, ischemia is produced, giving the
claudication.

This sounds like a very logical explanation.

The fundamental assumption is weak, however, because
the heart rate often does not rise.

Also we know that

the coronary circulation is correlated, not with the
r ate of the heart but with its metabolism and blood
pressure .

Of this theory, Gouget (35) says,

"it is obviously very illogical to
attribute to intermittent claudication
of the heart a syndrome during which this
muscle proceeds in its function in an
absolutely normal manner , without any
modifications of force, or of regularity •••
being present thus, impassively at a painful
and agoni zing crisis. 11

Dr. Francis Hare (36) introduced a new theory in
1906; that it was due to a painful distension of the
mediastinum.

The mediastinal distension is supposed

to be due to an intense vasomator constriction, "elsewhere 11 •
Verdon (37), 1910, argued that the origin of angina
lay in the stomach.

This, he claimed, consisted in an
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"unruly gastric function 11 •

He defined this at one

time as "intra-gastric pressure" or

11

spasmodic

constriction 11 of the stomach at its orfice.

He strength-

ened his argwnent by referri..~g to the well known complaint
in angina of flatulence.
Ord (38) suggested that angina is due to a hypersensitive or labile state of the vasomotor center, to
which the cardiac center is in close proximity, whereby
the arterioles are too readily thrown into spasm by
contingencies such as tobacco or other toxins.

Dr.

William RUssell (39) (1906) adopted a modification
of this theory.

He does not describe the effective

mechanism, but the mechanical part of his explanation
seems to fal.l into the category of the ventricular
dilation hypothesis.
It becones apparent that, while this vast multitude
of theories have been advanced as to the cause of the
pain, the actual nervous mechanism, that portion which
makes the pain possible, had been quite neglected up
to 1900.

A brief review of the research done on the

nervous elements in the heart should be considered now
in an attempt to correlate the whole picture of cardiac

#-
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pe.in with its mode of transmission; an integral part
of cardiac pain.
Wall•s (13) assumption (1772) that irritation of
the cardiac plexus by tension or,, by inflru.~ation, might
be the source of pain in angina , received considerable
attention by Allbutt (24) in 1910.

Allbutt•s observat-

ion that, "the most frequent leison of angina is a
penetrating inflamation about the spring of the aorta",
lead him to champion this theory.

Vaquez (40), while

concurring with Allbutt on this point, felt that it was
due to a stretching of the cardiac plexus , rather than
an inflamatory condition.

He could not explain the

pathway of these pain impulses, however.
Since the previously mentioned observations of
Harvey (20) in 1649 on the exposed heart, it had been
accepted that. the organ is not sensitive to ordinary
stimuli in health.

It was believed, however, that any

abnormal state of viscera would give rise to pain.
The earliest discoveries regarding innervation
of the heart were made by the Webers (41) in 1846.
They ascertained that the vagus nerve possessed an
inhibitory action upon the heart, and concluded that
the sympathetic nerve probably produced opposite
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effects.

This conception remained in great part

speculative since neither of the two brothers was
able to show the course of any accelerator fibers.
Schiff (/42) (1849) showed that the muscular tissue
of the heart did not respond easily, or not at all,
to stimulation during standstill.

He believed that the

vagus nerve was the motor nerve of the heart.

He based

this opinion upon the fact that weak stimulation of the
nerve resulted in accel eration, while strong stimulation
brought about inhibition.

This acceleration, resulting

from weak stimulation of the vagus, was particularly
observed by WUndt and Schelskei in 1859.

It was, then,

regarded as probable that the vagus contained accelerator
fibers as well as inhibitory ones.
Panum

(43), in Schmidt's Jahrbuch (1858) observed

coronary constriction after stimulation of the vagus.
Bezold (44) in 1863, determined the course of these
fibers.

He found, as a result of his experiments,

that the accelerator fibers left the spinal cord for
the heart at the level of the first thoracic ganglion.
Cyon (45) in 1867 found that, by destruction of this
ganglion, the heart did not accelerate upon stimulation
of the cervical spinal cord.
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Myer (46) (1819) thought he saw coronary dile.tion
on stimulation of the vagus.
Schmiede berg and Ludwig (47) (1872) according to
Gibson, finally settled the anatomical r elations of the
accelerator nerves.
Ge.skell (48) (1881) showed that when the vagus was
stimulated, it not only produced acceler ation of rate,
hut also augmentation of force of both auricular and
ventricular contractions.

He further found that

stimulation of the sympathetic fibers joining the vagus
produced acceleration, while stimulation of the vagus
within the cranium gave rise solely to inhibitory
effects.

The histological difference betv1een the two

sets of herves were also investigated by Gaskell.
He found that what he termed "inhibitory 11 fibers, were
medulla ted and that the accelerator fibers were nonmedullated.

Of this theory, Gibson (2) said,

The vagus fibers, as far as the heart,
a.re non-medullated, but as no medulla.ted
fibers are present in the auricle or
ventricle, it is clear that the ganglion
cells of the heart have the s ame relation
to the medullated fibers of the vagus,
as the ganglion cells of the ganglion
stellatium do to the medullated fibers
in the white connecting bra.~ches from
the second, third and fourth dorsal nerves."

11
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From this statement Gibson desired to convey his opinion
that,

11

the intrisic ganglion cells of the heart are

menbers of the same system as the extrinsic cardiac
and vasomotor ganglion cells."
Langley (49), 1890, showed that degeneration
occurred in the sympathetic nerve, in consequence of
section of the anterior roots.

This gave rise to the

belief that the gray ramus is partly post ganglionic
and partly afferent fro~ the syrapathetic chain to the
spinaL ganglia.
Martin (50) (1891) observed the same phenomena
as did Myer in 1869; vaso constriction on vagal stimulation.
Edgeworth (51) (1892) traced large sensory fibers
to the cardiac plexus in the dog from the vagus
nerve and from the white rami of the upper three
thoracic nerves.

Those from the white rami reach the

cardiac plexus after passing through the stellate
ganglion, the annulus of vieussens, the middle,
and inferior cervical ganglia, and the nerves passing
from these ganglia to the heart.
these findings in 1918.

Ranson confirmed
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Ramon Y. Cajal (52) (1893) showed that fibers pass
from the sympathetic into the spinal gangl ia and break
up there.
Dogiel (53), 1899, showed that there were sensory
as v·ell as motor endings in blood vessels al though he
did not prove that these fibers were true pain
conductors.

He pointed out that the sensory fibers

l'lere provided with thin myeJ..inated sheaths.

Confirming

his work in 1907, along with Archangelsky- (54), he found
that upon reducing the heart to a standstill by vagus
stimulations, he could then observe a constriction
of the coronary arteries on stimulation of the annulus of
vieussens and the inferior cervical ganglion.
Allbutt {23), 1915, was so sure of his theory that
he s aid,
n1 have failed to discover a case of
unmistakable angina in which, whatever the disease of the coronary
arteries, the aorta, on careful
examination, was demonstrated histologically to be inwardly and outwardly
sound."

This assertion was made in spite of Steienon 1 s report
that expansion of a disease process to this plexus was
unattended by pain.
theory, however.

There were many advocates of this

Dr. Hartz (55), in his Goulstonian

•
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Lectures of 1911, said,

11

! believe that tension is the

only true ca.use of visceral pain. 11
This theory of Wa.ll•s (13), and, as I have said,
championed by Allbutt (23) in 1915, became exceedingly
popular.

UnfortU!).ately, in contrast with the knowledge

of surface afferent nerve conducting mechanisms, the
knowledge of the deep afferents was slight.

The

11

touch

corpusles 11 described by Pacini, Vater and Malphghi a
hundred years earlier, were regarded as endovm1ents of
the skin.

Their successors perceived that similar

bodies were found to be present in the tendons.

Thus,

the workers of 1915, reasoned that surely there were
sensory organs in the heart and aorta which could relay
~mpulses to the central nervous system.

At least the

researchers had begun an attempt to correlate the heart
pain ~~th the nervous connections.
Allbutt (23) said,
"Concerning this mechanism, by which
the pain is awakened, we cannot as
yet speak precisely. I had suggested
that the nerve end organs, whose
sensitiveness in other parts-to pressure,
and especially to dragging tensions, are
well known, would be discovered in the
sheath of the ascending aorta. Hitherto,
however, I had not succeeded in obtaining
dissections made with that purpose; but
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in Dogiel•s now classic papers
(1899) we find that these end apparatus
have been found in the connective tissues
of the pericardial, adventitial, and other
investments about the collar of the heart
and along the large vessels."
Huber and deWitt (56) (1897) reviewed the subject
of cardiac innervation and using methylene blue as a vital
stain, they demonstrated an intra-auricular plexus of nerve
fibers.

No endings were discerned in the ventricles.

In 1909, Wilson (57) identified sensory nerve endings

in the fibrous coats of the arteries.
Keith and Ivy Mackenzie (58) (1910) alluded to
11

the abundance of the nerve supply to the sinuses of

Valsalva at the commencement of the aorta and around
the auricular-ventricular orifices. 11

They regarded

these as end-stations for sensory reflexes.
Thoma (59) described Pacinian corpuscles upon
the thoraric aorta and other vessels.
With this evidence at his coror;-.and, Allbutt {23)
said,
11

I would urge then, that any pain caused
by undue distension or contractions
of the heart must be assumed to arise
from the tensions exerted on the
connective tissue investing these
organs, and to be conveyed from the
connective tissue by the nerves that
end freely or in end organs within it."
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Where these nerves went, or crune frora , was still a
question open for further study.
Jennesco (59) also regarded anf ina pectoris as a
manifestation of irritation of the cardio-aortic plexus.
He thought it to be more on a basis of neuralgia, however.
His argument was that there is always a chronic aortitis
present in angina.

The aortitis irritates the nervous

filaments of the plexus causing the pain.
Franck {60) (1899) had shown that the sensory fibers
ascending frora the cardio-aortic plexus, passed from
the cervical thoracic sympathetic and reached the
medullary and brain centers by three routes:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Paravertebral chain.
Vertebral nerve.
Communicating dorsal branches
of the first thoracic ganglion.

Working on the assumption that Franck was correct in
his observations, Coffey and Brown (61) (1923) concluded
that there was present in the cervico-thoracic sympathetic
centrifugal and centripetal nerves which trans~it to
the centers impressions arising in the thoracic viscera.

This explains how irritation of the cardio-aortic plexus causes
reflex circulatory, sensory and motor troubles.
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W. D. Reid (62) (1924), ,.,orking with considerably
more knowledge of -the nervous mechanisms of the heart
than his predecessors, stated his theory.

This involved

the fact that in the circulatory adaptation to exercise,
there is a dilatation of the peripheral stream bed,
and that this is brought about by the cooperation of the
nervous system, probably by a reflex through the depressor
nerve fibers of the vagus.

This acts as a protective

mechanism, as it permits the heart to contract without
strain.

A failure of this reflex dilatation of the per-

i pheral arteries, Reid thought, was probably the essential
feature of angina pectoris.

w.

Penfield

sounding theory.

(63), in 1925, advanced a very logical
It again, was made possible because

of the advancements made in the unders tanding of the
nervous mechanism of the heart.

Penfield -assumed that

stimulation passing from the irritabre area in the heart
or aorta by wa:y of the vagus or depressor nerve, could
be transmitted by the connecting fibers from the ganglion
nodosum to the ganglion cells of the superior sympathetic.
The cells in the superior sympathetic ganglion, being
stimulated, would cause spasm in the blood vessels connected
by that outflow.

That is, the coronary arteries and
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vessels of the head, face and neck.
Singer (64) (1926), working on the theory of ischemia
found, in dogs, that ischemia of the heart muscle does
not cause pain.
The epicardium, pericardium, aortic and coronary
arteries were, however, sensitive.

He found, also, that

ligation of the coronary arteries caused pain only if
the adventitia was preserved.

He

found that manipulation

of the heart and aorta did cause pain.

However, he

used re spiration as an indicator for pain.

Since that

time, it was found that respiration could be stimulated
by manipulation of these structures without necessarily

causing pain.

Cont:inuing his inves t i gation, he found

that the pericardium and epicardium are sensitive to
:nechanical and chemfoal stimuli.

These same stimuli

failed to produce pain when applied to the endocardtum
or heart muscle.

He obtained a marked reaction to

mecha.nical and chemical stimulations of the coronaries,
only when the adventi tia was intact.
the aorta, also.

This wa.s true of ·

He four1d that the vagus does not

transmit pain from the heart nor from the aorta and that
the stellate ganglion receives all of the homolateral
centripetal sensory fibers.
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Ranson ( 65) (1926) did some remarkably thorough
work on innervation.

Working from both physiological

and histological aspects, he attacked the problem from
scratch.

First, examining the aorta and coronary vessels,

he found them to be surrounded by nerve fiber forming
~lexus in which ninute sympathetic ganglia were located.
These aortic and coronar,r plexus contained sympathetic
nerve fibers, derived from the ganglia of the cervical
and upper thoracic portions of the sympathetic trunk by
way of the superior, middle and inferior cardiac sympathetic
nerves, a.~d also fibers derived from the vagus through
its cardiac branches.

Speaking of the pain, Ranson said,

"Whether or not the intense pain which
characterizes the anginal attacks is due to
stretching of a diseased aorta, the spasm
of the coronary arteries, or to anemia of the
myocardium, the pain itself clearly indicates
that there is an irritation of sensory fibers
in the heart wall or in the immediately
associated arteries."
He traced what he believed to be the course of the
afferent impulses from the heart.

These consisted of

impulses arising from the cardiac plexus, which supplies
the aorta, coronary vessels and heart.

From the cardiac

plexus, the impulses travel along the vagus nerve and
alo~g the cardiac branches of the middle and inferior
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cervical sympathetic ganglia, the sympathetic trunk,
white rami, an<l upper three or four thoracic nerves.

It

should be noted that no sensory impulses traverse the
superior cervical syl!lpathetic ganglia, a factor which
is concerned in the surgical treatment of the disease.
Histologically, it was possible to trace these sensory
fibers through the symp~thetic system because of their
relatively large size.
This conception of the sensory pathways was
supported with physiological evidence b-f Langley (49)
in 1924.

Working with cats, he cut the sympathetic

trunk below the fifth thoracic white rami and, at the
same time, the cardiac sympathetic nerves.

When these

nerves were stimulated proximal to the cut, reflex
movements were obtained which ceas~d when the upper
five thoracic ra..'lli were divided.

When connections bet~een

the vagus and superior cervical sympathetic ganglion
were divided, he never obtained reflex movements of the
body from stimulating this ganglion on the upper part
of the cervical sympathetic trunk.

The experiments

show that, in the cat, the upper portion of the cervical
sympathetic trunk contain no sensory fibers and that the
pain fibers for the heart run through the lower cervical
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and upper thoracic portion of the sympathetic tru..Ylk
a!ld upper white rami to the upper thoracic spinal
nerves.
Physiologists are in doubt as to whether or not
the coronary vessels receive vaso constriction fibers.
According to Bayliss (66) (1923) there is no evidence
that they do exist.

Wiggers (67) (1926) presents

evidence that they do.

He found, on stimulation of

the vagus nerve in the atropinized dog, that the
outflow from the cardiac veins decreased and that
there was no change in the contraction of the auricles
and ventricles or in general blood pressure.

This

would seem to indicate that the coronary arteries
receive vaso constrictor fibers from the vagus.

BUt,

on the other hand, when adrenalin is perfused through
the quiescent heart, the coronary outflow is diminished.
This indicates that the coronary arteries receive vaso
constrictor fibers from the sympathetic.
A study of embryology gives us some information

concerning this subject. The superior cardiac nerve
which leads from the superior cervical sympathetic
ganglion to the heart is not present in animals and
co~sequently is not subject to direct experimental
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investigation.

In the human we know that it takes

part in the formation of the qardiac plexus, but in
the adult this plexus is so intricate that present
methods of analysis are unsatisfactory.
picture is simpler.

The embryologic

Here, the superior cardiac nerve

goes to the bulbar plexus which surrounds the bulbus
cordis and its derivatives, the aorta and pulmonary
artery, while the middle and inferior cardiac nerves
to to the atrial plexus.

The atrial plexus, since it

supplies the region in which the heart beat originates,
:nay be

assumed to receive the sympathetic cardiac

accelerator fibers.

The bulbar plexus is situated near

the beginning of the aorta.

From it, arise off-shoots,

formin g plexus on the coronary arteries.

These off-shoots

may be assumed to receive vase-constrictor fibers whi ch
probably come through the superior cardiac nerves.
Since the aorta is farmed from the left side of the
divided bulbus cordis, it might be assumed that the
vaso constrictor fibers for it come from the left
sup~r ior cardiac nerve.

In 1928, sutton and King (68), using techniques
enabling them to use direct and indirect observation
on the hearts of dogs, found that pain i s caused by
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traction when the coronary artery and vein is enclosed
in a ligature.

This pain ceased i mmedia tely upon

release of the tension on the ligature.

Pain did not

occur when only the muscle and pericardium were inclosed
in the ligature.

Also, they found that severance of

the left vagus did not interfere with transmission
of the pain impulses.
sutton and 1ueth (69) (1930), continuing these
studies on dogs, verified their previous findings.
In addition, they found that displacement of the heart
did not cause pain, pain was directly proportional to
the extent of the occlusion and to the size of the
artery, and that pain was caused when only the vein
was included in the ligature.

To exclude the possibility

that this pain was caused by compression of nerve trunks
which are in close association with the coronary
vessels, the vessel to be ligated was dissected out
in a series of dogs.

Eighty per cent alcohol was

painted on this area but none was allowed to come
into contact with the surrounding tissues.

Under

t hese circumstances, no symptoms of pain were observed
upon traction of the coronary artery, obviously because
its conducting mechanism had been interrupted.

To
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disprove the claim that pain was caused by distension
of the coronary artery proximal to the ligature, a
probe the size of the coronary orfice was inserted
through the left cortid artery and through the aorta
and into the coronary orifice.

This experiment produced

the same symptoms of pain as did the ligation
experiments.

The fact that there was no proximal portion

of the coronary to be distended, quite definitely disproves the distension theory, in their minds.
However, Wollard (70) (1926) demonstrated that the
nerves congegrate for the most part around the mouths
of the coronaries before passing out to the aortic
plexus.

These experiments by sutton and Lueth of

occluding the coronaries at their mouths, producing
pain, might conceivably have been due to nerve
stimulation at this point.

The next bit of evidence

would seem to discount this assumption.
Sutton and Lueth (69), to test the theory of
pain due to dilation of the first portion of the
aorta or the aortic ring, designed an instrument
capable of dilating the structures in question.

As

a result of these experiments, they found that no
pain was produced by dilating either the aorta or its
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ring.

Even when sufficient pressure was exerted to

produce tearing, laceration and even perforation of
the aorta, no pain was encountered.

With this fin e

piece of experimental evidence, these men concluded
that the only mechanism for the production of cardiac
pain was tba t of an insufficient blood supply to the
myocardium.
Singer 's (64) work in 1926 initiated the current
trend of seeking the cause of the pain on a basis
of cardiac ischemia.

Katz, Mayne and Weinstein (71)

(19.35) felt that the stimulation of the nerve endings
were not necessarily due to a chemical metabolite
resulting from ischemia .

Sudden rises in blood

pressure such as may occur in exposure to cold,
in sudden emotional upsets and strains, by distending
the coronary arteries, they thought, might be equally
effective in giving rise to the pain by mechanically
stimulating the nerve endings located in their walls.
In addition, they felt that the direct action of the

arteriosclerotic process in the coronary vessels as
it spreads to the adventitia might render the nerve
endings within the walls hyperirritable at first and
later, insensitive to stimulation.
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In 1932 ~wis (72) did some experimntal work on

the subject and concurred, to

o.

great extent, with

SUtton and Lueth.

King (73) (1939), from his studies on nerve
endings in cardiac muscle of the rat was somewhat
critical of Singer•s, Katz's, Sutton 1 s and 1ueth•s
work.

He felt tln t removi..'lg the nerve fran the

adventitia of the coronary artery wa.s an extremely
delicate technique and said, "there is little
objective evidence to support their hypothesis".
He interpreted some of the encapsulated nerve
endings upon the myocardial muscle fi hers as sensory
receptors.

He thought them to be responsive to stretch

stimuli and felt that there was no evidence that they
would normal.ly respond to pain stimuli.

This observation

is in complete harmony with sutton and Lueth 1 s observation
that the myocardium was incapable of being stimulated
to pa.in.

However, King thought it possible for all

sensory receptors to be able to react to stimuli of
abnormal strength in a manner interpreted as pain.
This is not in accord with SUtton and r.ueth, for they
tore the myocadilllll without producing p:i. in.

King

believed that it might be possible that these nerve
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endings in the myocardium might be stimulated during
violent or during iscbemic states.

This,

he thought,

might cause an overflow of stimuli in the posterior
horns of the spinal cord, stimulating the cells
mediating paL-ri in the skin and deep tissues and producing
the typical cardiac pain.
Schimert (74) (1938) was unable to differentiate
sympathetic from parasympathetic fibers on a morphologic
basis.

He, hovtever, did conclude that s~asory fibers

ran in the vagus nerves to the stellate ganglion.

This ~uld seem to substantiate Penfieldts (63) reflex spasm
theory.
TREATMffiT
In He berden I s (1) original paper, he recommended

Tinctura thebaica before retiring to prevent "night
fits 11 •

He offered that, "bleeding, vomits and other

evacuations, have not appeared to me to do aey good. 11
However, wine and cordials, he found, were quite
efficacious.

nr.

:E}iward Alexander (75) (1790) prescribed a

solution of arsenic for a -cypicaJ. case of angina
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pectoris which he reported to completely cure the
disease.
White vitricl. (76) brought about the recovery
of a patient of Dr.

w. c.

Perkins (1792).

OXygen therapy (77) was first used for this
condition in 1817 by Dr. R• Ried.

Dr. Mantel J. case (78) ~1829) reported
successful treatment by repeated bleedings and use of
a seton.

Bleedings were not recommended ey Heberden.

The use of a sston, of course, has since proved to be
of no value in any condition of this nature.
A Mr. Newton (79), practicing in Ireland in 1832,
in an effort to help a patient suffering from angina
pectoris, used digitalis, frequent bleedings, seton,
ammonia, ether and assafoedita, with little success.
Upon resorting to hydro-sulphuret of ammonia (from 3
to 35 drops b. i. d.), the paroxysms of pain were
remarkably diminished both in severity and frequency.
T. L• Brtmton (80) (1876), a discerning physician
in Edinburgh, had witnessed some experiments by a
Dr. Arthur Gamgee dealing with arterial tensions.
Dr. Gamgee had found that the inhalation of nitrite
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of amyl caused a marked decrease in blood pressure.
This fact, along with the knowledge obtained from
Guthrie 1 s (81) literature telling of the vaso dilation
this drug caused, prompted Brunton to employ it in
the treatment of angina pectoris.

Thus, the drug, still

in our employ today for the use in treatment of angina
pectoris, was first successfully utilized.
La.ennec (18} believed in the use of magnetism
and gave particular directions for the application
of steel plates, so as to ensure the nmagnetic currentn
should traverse the affected part.
In 1854, Stokes (82) introduced the administration
of chloroform to alleviate the pain through ma.king the
patient semi-conscious.
In 1869, Dr. A. D. :Rockwell and Dr. G. M. Beard
(83} utilized electric shock treat~ent, without

rationale, in an attempt to aid a patient suffering
from an anginal syndrome.

All other forms of therapy

had failed so, as a last resort, they tried what they
termed electrization •
employed.

.P:!l

induction apparatus was

Using maximun intensity of the faradic

current, the stimulator was applied to the patients
left nipple.

The patient was very distressed at
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receiving the shock but the anginal pain had completely
disappeared.

Trousseau reported another case of this

nature where the results were as immediate and equally
as favorable.
Richardson (84) (1870) found that two drachms of
sulphur, given at night, brought considerable relief.
Balfour (85) (1876) employed iodides us a remedy.
Horner (86) (1888) feeling that all drugs he had
tried were not very successful, said that,
the treatment is ••.• remedial. The
patient should carefully avoid all
exciting causes of the paroxysm, or
disturbances of the circulation, and
all mental emotions and anxieties.
Flatulence, which causes pressure on
the diaphram, diminishing the proportions
of the thorax and play of the heart,
should be corrected. 11

11

William Murrell (87), in 1879, because of an
academic controversy over the effects of nitroglycerine
on the human body, administered the drug to himself.
Finding the physiological action of this drug similar
to nitrite of amyl, he concluded that "it would probably
prove of service in the treatment of angina pectoris,
and I am happy to say that this anticipation bas been
realized."

He found that the action was less transitory

but required a longer time for the initial action of the
drug.
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Loeb (88) (1904) working on the effect of theobromine,
found a marked increase in the rate of perfusion through
the coronary arteries with this drug but very little
effect was obtained with caffeine.

Theobromine had

been used previously because of its diuretic action.
Hedbron (89) reported an increase in coronary flow
with caffeine in a concentration of 1:20 1 000.

Eppinger

and Hess (90) (1909) observed a stretching of a strip
of coronary artery when placed in a solution of caffeine.
Thus, at this time caffeine was considered by some to
be beneficial; by others, detrimental.
-a,y 1900, Brunton•s (80) treatment using nitrite

of amyl was gaining considerable recognition and
was the drug of choice.

The use of nitroglycerine had

also become very popular and was preferred by many
because of its more prolonged action.
It is interesting to note that many of the authors
who reported successful theraWwith various drugs,
offered no rationale for their use.

Those advocates

of arsenic, seton, bleedings, sulphur, ammonia, white
vitriol and electrization had favorable results but
offered no physiological basis for their treatment.
Only those who utilized the amyl nitrite and
nitroglycerine attempted any pharmacological-
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physiological explanation.

This was brief and assumed

the vague supposition that the pain was caused by a
"cramp", the drugs alleviating this pain through
their antispas:i1odic properties.
By

1918, the great influence of the role that psychic

factors played, began to be more respected by the
clinicians.

s.

Strause (91) in a paper in the treatment

of angina pectoris, stressed the importance of going
into details in eliciting the patients story.
Heberden (1) was aware of the fact that often
psychic factors precipitated these attacks, but,
at least as far as literature is concerned, little
attention ,vas paid t~ it until the early part of 1900.
In 1921, A• B. Spach (92), working on the theory
that angina was spasmodic in origin, with the cooperative

Dr. p. J. Macht, a pharmacologist, made a concerted
study of the effects of benzyl esters on a smooth
muscle, the circulation, respiration, and on the
central nervous system.

He found that the ester

tended to inhibit perastalsis, to lower smooth muscle
tonicity and relax their spasm.

He reported several

cases successfully treated with this drug.
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In 1920, T. Jonnesco (61), of Bucharest, first
advocated a new approach to the treatment of anginal
pain .

This consis ted of exposing and removing the

cervical sympathetic nerve and its ganglion on the
left side.

v.

Pleth (93) was the first of the physicians in

the United States to utilize this procedure .
in 1922.

This was

'!he theory· behind this operation consisted

of more than a mechanism for palliative actions.

It

was his contention that, besides affording relief from
the pain, the parts where the pain is located are
suffering from anemia.

cutting the superior cervical

sympathetic ganglion fibers produced a vaso paralysis
and a subsequent vaso dilation

11

so that the anemic

parts become permanently flooded (ad maximum) with
blood 11 •

w.

B. Coffey and p. K. Brown (61) found

considerable success in 1923 with this opera tio:'l .
Epninger and Hoffer (94) (1923} reported good
results by section of a branch of the vagus nerve which
they called the depressor nerve.

Many surgeons were very enthused over this operation
and developed various modifications of the original
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Jonnesco technique.

However, in 1924, Reid and

Eckstein (95) published a report telling of sensory
disturbances following a left sympathectomy.

The

patient developed pain that simulated trifacie.l neuralgia.
There also occurred marked sensory changes in the
en tire left half of the body, from the head to the
costal margin.
James Mackenzie (30), who had done a vast amount
of research on practically all phases of angina pectoris,
was very opposed to these surgical proceedures.

In

1924, he said,
But when the surgeon is profoundly
ignorant of the morbid condition
for which he operates, and of the
functions of the structures which he
mutilates, it is impossible to
conceive anything more detrimental
to progress. I do not suppose there
is a surgeon vmo would ever pretend to
understand the morbid condition which
gives rise to the symptom complex called
angina pectoris.
The knowledge of the function of
the vagus and the sympathetic which the
surgeon cuts is so imperfect that neither
he nor the physician who advises him understends but a portion of the functions of
these nerves.
The aim of surgical treatment is not to
"cure" the disease but, by cutting the nerves
which carry impulses from the heart to the
central nervous system, to prevent the patient
feeling the pain. These nerves are the
sympathetic and the vagus - two nerves whose

11
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functions are as imperfectly understood as the nature of angina pectoris.
It must be remembered what little is
known of these nerves from experiment
is limited practically to the efferent
part of the nerve. The part played in
the economy by the afferent part is
unknown, save for some crude experixoontal
results. It is the afferent nerve which
the surgeon seeks to cut, and so this
operation is one where structures are
cut whose function is unknotm, beyond the
fact that they convey impulses from the
heart to the central nervous system for
a condition that is still a subject of
speculation.
To remove this valuable indica tor in
the present state of our knovdedge is, to
my mind, extremely hazardous and bad
practice. 11
In 1925, Penfield

(63), in an attempt to evaluate

the usefulness of surgical procedure and to strengthen
his theory as to mechanism, concluded:
1.

2.

J.

Removal of a sympathetic ganglion removes
the possibility of angina pectoris in the
notor distribution only.
Pain is still possible in the motor
distribution of the remainin t: ganglia,
provided the stimulus arising in the
heart or aorta is adequate.
Success in the operation depends not upon
interrupting a direct afferent path from
cardiac plexus to the central nervous
system as has been assumed, but upon the
interruption of· autonomic reflexes.

Swetlow (96), in 1926, : utilized the procedure of
paravertebral alcohol injections.

This was done for
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,;

the purpose of destroying the sympathetic nerve connections
to the dorsal ganglia of the spinal cord.

He obtained

considerable success but found that the alcohol might
spread to other structures such as the pleura or the
intercostal nerves and be very irriteting in these
regions.
F.anson (65) (1926) submitted a sound rationale for
surgery if his hypotheses as to distribution of the
nerve pathways is accepted.

He said,

"High cervical sympathectomy is a
simpler operation with lower morality
and has the advantage tba t the sensory
and accelerator fibers for the heart
re main intact. 'l'his is ideal if we think
the pain is due to reflex spasm of the
coronaries. When there is reason to believe
that the pain is due to organic disease, as
in the case of aortitis, better and more
permanent results may be expected if the
sensory fibers are severed, by the
Jonnesco operation. 11
By

1933, a multitude of drugs bad been tried and

practically all had been reported by some, to be successful.
Others utilizing the drug failed to derive any benefit.
Evans and Hoyle (97) (19.33) in an attempt to discern just
which of these many drugs were effective, tried those most
popular in the last ten years.

The results were discouraging.

They found that all the popular drugs of the series, were
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no more efficacious than was

the

placebo they used for

a control.
Snith, Rathe, and Faul (98) (1935) experimented
to ascertain the value of theopbylline.

It was their

finding that the drug was of no value as an antispasmodic but that it did contain properties capable of
stimulating the development of collateral circulation.
The radical proceedures of implanting subpectoral
muscle or omentum to establish pericardial leisons
in an attempt to enhance the blood supply were first
atter,pted by Feil and Beck (99), and o•sbaughnessy
(100} (1937).

This serious undertaking and obviously

radical operation has not proven its merit.
In 1939,

Raney (101) reported a new .itmovation

on the surgical approach.
fibers to the heart.

He sectioned the preganglionic

It was hoped by this method, to

interrupt the efferent pathways vmich were thought to
cause coronary constriction.
Fauteux and Palmer (102) (194l), after experimenting
on dogs, introduced the new proceedure of ligating
the great cardiac vein.

This results in considerable

dilation of the coronary vascular tree giving a greater
blood supply to the area.

Thia, again, is a radical
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proceedure and its value has, as yet, not been proved.
Thompson and Raisbeck (103) (1942) established
pericardial adhesions by surgery and by the injection
of sterile talc into the pericardial cavity in an
attempt to create a better blood supply to the
myocardium.
Testosterone, a potent vasodilator, has been
used, particularly by Lesser (104) (1942).
Gray, Riseman, and Stearns (105) (1945) found that,
while papaverine was of no value orally, intravenous
dosage produced a temporary vaso dilator effect.
However, this form of therapy is impractical because
the beneficial results are too transient and are not
as great as other available therapy.
Rabb (106) (1945) advocated suppression of the
thyroid secretion.

The thyroid however, even in

physiologic amounts, sensitizes the hea.rt muscle
to the anoxiating toxic action of epinepherin.
Thiouracil, he found, exerted an opposite, heart
protecting effect, through thyroid suppression, and
markedly improved the anginal symptoms.

•
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Steinberg and Jensen (107) (1945), experimented
on theophylline and its derivatives.

Its use had

persisted in spite of lack of conclusive evidence regarding its efficacy produced by Evans and Hoy~e (108)
(1934) and Boyer (109) (1934).

It was suggested that

the reason for this failure by the oral route, was
because of insufficient dosage.
gastric irritation.

Larger doses caused

Enteric coating did not solve the

problem because tablets so treated passed undisolved,
through the intestine.
In an attempt to find a preparation which did not
upset the stomach,
produced. (107)

theophyllinea□inoisobutanol

was

Given in higher dosages than was

previously possible, the drug was still found to be
lacking in its supposed properties.

Steinberg and

Jensen fo1md that neither theophylline nor theophylline
aminoiso butanal exibited any demonstrable effect on
the incidence of attacks in patients with angina pectoris.
Macht (110) (1940) and Freedburg and Riseman (111)
(1945) found that cobra venom was of some value.

Its

physiological and pharmacodynamic effects were
investigated by Macht.

He found that it had a sedative
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action on the thalamus.

These investigators did not

attempt any correlation between the theoretical cause
of the disease and the action of the venom.

Clinically,

Freedburg and Riseman found that seven out of twelve
patients derived marked improvement from the use of
the venom.

The most important factor in their study

is that the venom proved beneficial in those cases
refractory to other forms of therapy.

DISCUSS I OM
The mechanism of pain in angina pectoris is unknown.
The most generally accepted explanation for its occurrence
is the theory of myocardial ischemia primarily depending
on an absolute or relative insufficiency of the coronary
circulation.

Just how this acts on the nerve endings

and centers awaits further investigation.
All of the ·theories presented in this thesis. can
logically be disproved, if each is considered as the sole
cause of the pain.

Spasm of the heart muscle is a

very doubtful mechanism because the heart continues
to contract regularly and fully during the attack.
Spasm of the coronary arteries as a constant cause
also seens unlikely because post mortem examinations
of a great number of these patients reveals a sclerosed
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vessel completely incapable of contracting or being
distended.

Stretchin~ of the aortic wall is also

unlikely because there is often insufficient increase
in blood pressure to effect this mechanism. Disease
of the aorta is ruled out because many cases reveal
perfectly normal tissue of this reigon.
constriction of the peripheral

General vase

arterie s resulting in

increased intra-aortic tension has been suggested but
here again we do not consistently find any marked
increase in blood pressure during an attack.
It appears then, that every conceivable single
mechanism can be logically disproved.

For every

possibility there is sound evidence that such a mechanism
alone would be impossible.

This, I believe to be true.

As was stated, the preponderance of evidence points
toward a II\YOCardial ischemia due to coronary circulation
insufficiency.

This then, is the crux of the situation.

Coronary insufficiency may be caused by a multitude
of conditions.

It is not the purppse of this thesis to

consider pathology or etiology of the disease.

However,

I think it worth while to enumerate the most common
causes of coronary insufficiency.

6o.

1.

Disease of the coronary arteries themselves

due to:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
2.

atherosclerosis
infection
thrombosis
embolism
trauma

Blockage of the coronary arteries at their

mouths, partially or completely by:
a)

b)

J.

Swelling and inflamatory reaction of the
aortic wall as in syphilitic aortitis.
Vegetations of the aortic intima or
extending up from the aortic valve
cusps as in bacterial endocarditis.

Marked aortic regurgitation.

4. Marked aortic stenosis with low pulse pressure
with limited output per beat.

5.

Severe anemi a , giv!ng an insufficient oxygen

to the active myocardium.

6.

Too great a demand on the myocardial muscle as

in:

a)

excessive exertion

b)

thyrotoxicosis

This enu.~eration shows why no one single pathological
change is necessarily demonstrated during life or after
death in patients with angina pectoris.

In fact it is

often the case that two or more of these factors are
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present in the same case.

It demonstrates to me that

the stimulation of the nerve endings need not be
merely chemical.

Sudden rises in blood pressure, such

as riay occur in exposure to cold, in sudden emotimial
upsets or strains, by distending the coronary arteries
may mechanically stimulate the many nerve endings located
in their walls and give rise to an attack of pa.in.

Likewise, it is not inconceivable the.t a perfectly normal
coronary vessel could be thrown into spasm through some
reflex yet unknown to us, creating a temporary ischemia.
F\lrthennore, the direct action of an arteriosclerotic
process in the coronary vessels as it spreads to the
adventitia or is accompanied by periarterial changes
may render the nerve endings within the walls hyperirritable .
The pain

ight take place by diffusion of the pain producing

substance (Factor P) from the myocardium back to the
end organs in the adventitia of the coronary vessels,
or it might simply be a concentration of the pain
producing substance formed locally.
be a pain producing substance.

There may not even

we have not disproved

that a simple lack of oxygen, without the collection
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of catabolites, could not in itself, cause pain.
Certainly an oxygen deficiency increases the irritability
of nerves.
One essential factor that has to do with the mechanism
is the highly sensitive nervous constitution of the
individual.

'lbe anatomic or physiologic variations

of the nervous system responsible for such sensitiveness
are, again, unknown •

Alone, this nervous sen si ti vi ty

probably is not sufficient to cause angina pectoris,
but the extra provoking factor may be very slight and
could conceivably escape notice during life or even at
post mortem examination.

'Ibis factor could even be such

as Penfield•s theory suggests which would probably
never reveal any pathology.
Regardless of this multitude of factors which could
precipitate the stimulus, it is obvious that muscle
fibers, connective tissue and blood vessels are incapable
of transmitting the actual pain.

Neither spasm, cramp

nor stretching of these tissues nor fatigue, exhaustion
nor the chemical product resulting therefrom can, in
themselves produce pain.

These factors must act upon

sensory nerve endings in some manner to have the
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phenomana of pain manifested.

These pathways have been

sought and soma definite conclusions have been drawn.
Here again, however, our knowledge is incomplete.

We

do know that the nerve supply of the heart is derived
from the three sympathetic nerves and the cardiac
branches of the vagus.

The superior, middle, and inferior

sympathetic nerves arise from their corresponding gangl.ions,
of the sympathetic trunk.

Both the vagal and sympathetic

nerves have been shown to carry sensory afferent fibers.
Much less is known of the sensory afferents in the vagus,
however.

In the sympathetic system, afferent impulses

arising in the heart pass to the spinal cord along the
cardiac branches of the middle and inferior cervical
sympathetic ganglia via the white rami and upper three or
four thoracic nerves.

It is thought that no afferent

sensory impulses travel via the superior cardiac nerve.
'lhese sensory afferent pathways carry pain into the
posterior spinal nerve root and through its posterior
ganglion into the spinal cord and thence to the thalamus.
The sensations of pain can arise in consciousness from
the thalamus without going into the cerebral contex.
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The treatment of this disease has been as perplexing
as its mechanism.

It becomes self evident from the

material presented that, of the multitude of drugs used
for the treatment of angina. pectoris, no one of them
has proved to be entirely successful.

The fact that the

exact etiology of the disease, and that the mechanism
of its pain is undecided, precludes a specific drug
for its treatment.

To date, the "shot gun" method is

employed, mainly because of the wide divergence of views
a s to the most effective therapeutic agent to use.
This, I think, is justif iable because of the absence
of any simple effective therapeutic measure.
cne of the principal reasons for the divergence
of opinion a s to the efficacy of the various drugs
used lies in the fact that those making the clinical
evaluations failed to consider the fact that favorable
responses may have been spontaneous and viot related to
treatment.
It is known that this condition, in the absence of
any therapy, tends to have spontaneous remissions and
and exacerbations vihich are apparently unrelated to the
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pe.rticular environmental conditions at these times.
However, the picture is not as dark a.s the proceding
paragraphs seer1 to indicate.

Around t,:en ty-two

procedures have been found to be therapeutically
effective.
groups.

These can be divided into eigj'lt large

These include the nitrates, purines, cin chona

derivatives, sedatives, iodides, therapy acting upon
the autonomic nervous system, surgery, and miscellaneous
groups including drugs and physical therapeutic procedures,
Of the nitrites, nitroglycerine is of the greatest

value, given either therapeutically or prophylacticeJ.ly
in doses of one five hundreth to one one hundreth of
a grain.

Antyl-nitrite and octyl-nitrite ar e equally

effective but more expensive and cumbersome.

These

drugs act by their vasodilating effect, either directly
to improve the coronary circulation by increasing its
volurle, or indirectly by decreasing peripheral arterial
resistance to relieve the work of the heart, or more
probably by both of these actions.
Of the purines, the sodium acetate derivatives
of theobromine and theophylline, theophylline calcium
salicyla.te, aminophyl line, and theopropanol are used.
Theobromine sodium acete. te is most valuable because of
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low cost and low toxicicy.
The chinchona derivatives are used but little.

QU.inidine sulphate is the dru.g of choice in this
group.
Of the sedatives, phenobarbital and codeine are

the ~ost popular and most ~1dely utilized.

The chief

benefit of the sedatives lies in the fact that they
lessen physical and emotional activity and enhance
other therapeutic measures.
Large doses of potassiun iodide or atropine
sulphate a.re sometimes very efficacious, especially
in those found to be refractory to other forms of therapy.
This may be said of cobra venom also.
The surgical procedures require very careful
evaluation.

They require skillful technique and

experience.

All of them are more or less defective in

some aspect.

Often-, complete relief is not afforded

and disagreeable after effects may be encountered.
They ar e ·au extreme procedures and do not correct the
fundamentel trouble.
fibers is

a

The sever€.Ilce of the sen sory

two bladed sword.

Although it may afford

relief to the patient, it also removes the warnin g signal.

I
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•
Life is not prolonged by these surgical proceedures,
and it may be even shortened if too strenuous activity
is resumed.

'Ihese surgical procedures are relatively

new and have not proved themselves.

They should be

reserved for the patients in whom other measures have
failed and who are so completely incapacitated that life
is unbearable without relief.
The prevention of the anginal attacks is the main
channel through which we should approach treatment.
This may prove to be a much more difficult matter than
the treatment of the individual attack.

Prevention

consists prL1arily of the abolition of exciting factors
and treatment of underlying conditions if such can be
ascertained.

Some particular activity, haoit or disease

may be found to be immediately responsible and control
over these factors may result in the complete abolition
of the attacks.
In conclusion, it should be remembered that rest

is a very important therapeutic measure.
mean that absolute rest is essential.
confinement can prove detrimental.

This does not

In fact, indefinite

Mild forms of

exercise are, after all, important for the maintenance
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of good heal th.

Here again, the individual

patient must be considered.

A trial and error method

must usually be eltlployed to ascertain the amount of
exercise which is most compatible with leading a
normal life •
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